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Students, friends of Xavier join protest
named the Western Hemisphere In- change on the
stitute for Security Cooperation trip
down.
(WHINSEC). It exists on the mili- " T h e y ' v e
Fifty-six students and five non- tary base in Ft. Benning, Ga., the changed
the
students from Xavier bussed down sister city to Columbus, where stu- name. but that.
to Georgia this past weekend to ex- dents were.
still
doesn't
perience the annual protest of the
The protest in Georgia has been . mean what they
military base formerly known as the taking place for over a dozen years. teach is right.
Those opposing the base came Torture by any.
School of the Americas, and added
a new twist to the trip by touring together in their belief th,at the othername is just
the facilities for the first time ever. school, which uses American ~ax as bad."
The annual trip down received dollars to train primarily Latin
The protest
over $2,000 in funding from sen- American military, is responsible for numbered at sevate and is the largest delegation instructing soldiers inadequately eral thousand
Xavier has ever sent. It is also the who then return to their home coun- . this year and has
largest delegation from any of the tries and commit human rights · ballooned over
other 26 Jesuit universities who at- atrocities.
10,000 particiThe most resounding argument pants in the past.
tended.
''This trip has been different than against the School of Americas
What maqe
past years," said Chris Ortman, stu- comes from a 1989 occurrence in this year special
dent co-coordinator.."The makeup which six Jesuit priests were killed is, unlike past
of the delegation is different be- in El Salvador and the UN Truth delegations, this
cause of all the students going for Commission cited 19 officers who group of stuthe first time. Homecoming get- wereprevio'uslytrained arthe'SOA. ·dents· not, orily.
ting pushed back has allowed more
. Tw() years ago, the SOA closed got ~he experi- · .
.. pe()ple to go. Also, th]s:yeai;... ~.e.·.rn amt was replac~~~Y Wl:J.INSEC;, · e11ce _of th~'prp;~'",.,
touring the base' and eeirig both . Debates are still comm.tin ~s to test, but was the ·. '·
sides. ·It's inore of a challenge and whether the originafschool was first congregaexperie~ce than past years."
closed, reformed or simply renamed. tion ever to have
Bethany Domzal expressed her a personal tour of
The school formerly knc::iwri as
the School of the Americas is now . beliefs about the school and its name the
military
·base.
NEWswJRf PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA .
In what has become a somewhat annual event, students and friends of Xavier
The
tour
protested the operations of WHINSEC this past weekend.
early Saturday
morning
included a bus ride
After leaving the base, the stuNow that students have clearly
around the base itself and a visit
into one of the larger academic dents were transported to the. bor- gotten both sides of the story, a lot
der of Ft. Benning, where the an- of opinions have changed. The tour
buildings.
Afterwards, the group met with nual Saturday rally was gathering. o( the school is making students
officers in a question and answer The rally featured· songs, a mini- grapple with personal beliefs.
"Both sides are decidedly Closesession. WHINSEC officials were parade and some Xavier students
very adamant about more protest- volunteering to march in the samba minded," said graduate student
band ..
Thom Lang. "They both demon.
ors visiting the base.
Sunday's schedule started off ize the other side and refuse to give
''A lot of protestors have no desire to come in here,'; said Colonel on a musical note with a perfor- an inch."
. On both days, the group got toRichard Downie, Commandant of mance from the Indigo Girls; but
WIIlNSEC. "You deserve credit for quickly turned somber thereafter. gether for reflections and open disFor over two hours, protestors cussfon about the weekend.- ·
wanting to know both sides of the
. While some individuals admitissue. I think that we have a well- raised listened to the names of vicrounded program that teaches the tims and responded by raising a ted to different thinking since their
law, human rights, and the Univer- symbolic cross and replying arrival and others did not, every.one agreed on the two days being
sal Declaration of Human Rights." "Presente."
"I'm amazed at the overwhelm~ . an educational trip.which was.less .
When Senate passed funding for
the trip, an amendment was pro- ing presence of support of people of a protest and more of a complete
posed to make a visit to the base who gather together for a cause," experience.
mandatory. Although it failed, said sophomore Tonja Grant, a stu'The trip has been phenomenal,''
Ortman and other students believed dent who attended for the first time. concluded Ortinan. "It's challenged
a tour was important and essential. "Everyone comes. for their own every one of us. A lot of people
· "I feel like I had to see for my- reasons, passions, convictions. have been grappling with our conNEWSWIRf PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
self
what both sides :were," said But. at the same time, we're all victions ever since we got here."
Protestors were giver:i a tour of The Western· Hemisphere
united."
Kristen Reitz, sophomore.
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

Senior News Editor

Institute for Security Cooperation's facilities.
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Cut Footloose
Kick off your Sunday shoes
with Xavier Players! Players
presents the classic '80s musi. cal "Footloose" ·in the
Gallagher Center Nov. 21-24.
Performances are Thursday Sunday at 8 p.m. plus a 2 p.m.
matinee on Sunday Nov. 24.
Tickets are $5 for students, faculty and staff and $ IO general
admission. Call the Box Office
at x3939 to reserve your seats.
For more information, contact
Josh Neumeyer, operations
manager at the Office of Performing Arts at 745-3576.

Conference .
opportunity
The Entrepreneurial Center
has been given an opportunity
to allow a minimum of 50 students to attend a conference
through the College of Business. Registration can be made
fo Schott Hall Room 505 or
through the College of Business office on the second floor
ofCBA. If you have any questions, please contact Donna
Waymire at 745~2927 or email Waymire@xu.edu. For
more information, go to the
Web site at www.wyn.com/
WW7.htm

,,

Correction
The article that appeared
in last week's Newswire has
some aspects that need clarification. The article included
a quote saying, "being a liberal Catholic doesn't necessarily ~ake you a good
Catholic," but the quote actually was "being a liberal
Catholic doesn't necessarily
not make you a good Catholic." This organization respects Catholics. who disagree with it. It does not claim
any moral superiority.

Book Drive
The Xavier Literacy Vol~
unteers are kicking off their
third annual book driv~ this
month. Students and faculty
are encouraged to drop off
new or gently used books in .
the bC?,xes located around
campus. For more info, contact Laila Brenner at 7514873.
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International Education Week
BY LIZ VERNON

Contributing Writer

National International Education Week began Nov. 18, but
activities started as early as Nov.
13 ..
"Some organizations wanted ·
their activities to be included as .
a part of the event, even though
they took place the week before,
so we just got the week off to an
early start," explained Helen · ·
Do live, Graduate Assistant at the
Romero lilternational Center.
· National International Education Week, was designated by
the U.S. Department of State and
U.S. Department of Education.
The purpose of the week is
.._,
....
to get embassies and organiza· ..',· i
tions from several different countries involved in teaching students of all ages .about different
. PHOTO COURTESY OF MARY BETH BAKER
cultures, languages, and experiThe International Student Society team takes a break from the WorldQuest
ences.
trivia bowl in the Cintas Center.
Last week's events included
showing the movie "Baraka," the
Today, there is a study abroad of all the opportunities available student development reception in
World Quest Trivia Quiz, and fair on the second floor of the to them," Doliye said. "We want Ryan's Pub.
.. showing the movie "Ran Ke Gallagher Student Center. It in- to reach out to all the students of
Dolive seems hopeful about the
Nam" ("In the Name of God"), a cludes information. from the Col- Xavier and let them know how they future of National International
Education Week. "We want to show
movie about the Hindu Nation- lege of Business, the political sci- .can participate."
From Thursday, Nov. 14 to Fri- students the many different ways
ence department, and the Romero
alist Movement in India.
"It seems to be going very International Center, among other day, Nov. 22, there is a display in they can get involved. We hope to
McDonald Library that includes make this week an annual event."
well, so far," .Dolive said. "This departments, and is open to all.
"Many students are interested in information on international afis the first year Xavier has had
this event, and we hope to be able lear:ning abou.tintc;:r~i:t~ion~l _affairs ..fairs and studying ·abroad. On
to improve upon it for next year." or studying abroad, but don't know Thursday, Nov. 21, there will be a

. . . ,.,
. ··t

·Comedian Gary Owen visits Xavier
this wee''· He's going to be hilari- · Foxx and is soon to be seen in the Dance at the Millennium Hotel on
film "Daddy Day Care" alongside Friday that starts at 9 p.in.
ous."
Tickets will be sold·for $15 toOwen, who gathered the high-. Eddie Murphy ·and Oscar-winner.
day through Friday in the Gal.lagher
Comedian Gary Owen, former
est ratings in "Comic View" his~ Anjelica Huston.
host of BET's "Comic View," is
After joining the Navy for a few Center and outside the Cafe. The
tory, is a Cincinnati native. He
Cintas-bound as SAC's Thursday
has been a professional comedian years and receiving the "Funniest first 500 people to sign up will reevent for Homecoming Week.
Serviceman in America" Award, he ceive a free glass. Bus transportasince 1997.
He will begin at 8:30 p.m. on
"Ever since we saw him per" turned to nightclubs and comedy . tion will be provided to and from
Thursday, Nov. 21, in the Cintas
form at the national conference, routines. Very soon, Owen found the dance.
The Millennium Hotel is offerCenter Banquet Room. The event
we've wanted to book a perfor- that he was not only successful at
is free.
mance," said SAC chair junior Sa- making people laugh, but his un- ing discounts for XU students who
"This is really exciting," said
rah Gamm. "I'm probably more conventional style was appeali.ng choose to spend the night on Frijunior Catherine Packard, co-chair . pumped to see him than anyone to both black and white audiences. day, with rooms lower than $70.
If you have questions, contact the
of SAC's homecoming committee.
His performance will be the last
else."
"It's amazing everything came toOwen starred in the movie mini-event of the week sponsored · SAC office at 745-3534.
gether and we could get Gary for
"Held U "with comedian Jamie by SAC before the Homecoming
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

Senior News Editor

Police Notes
. Nov. 14, 2:05 a.m. Several art studen(S were escorted out of the Cohen building after Campus Police
found them in the. building
after hours.

Nov. 15, 3:25 a.m. - An
underage visitor was foun9 intoxicated on Dana Avenue. The
subject was c~ted for underage
consumption and returned to
the student he was visiting.

Nov. 16, 2:55 p.m. Campus Police ci~ed aresident
for underage consumption and
DUI and the three passengers
in th~ car for underage consumption after being observed
speeding and running a stop
sign in the North lot.

· . Nov. 14, 11:35 p.m. Campus Police responded to
aloud noise complaint in the.
3900 block of Regent Avenue. Residents were advised
to end the party.

Nov. 15, .9:20 p.m. -A
parent reported ahit-and-run accident in the North lot. The subject left the car in the lot and
upon returning, found the··car
damaged.

Nov. 17, 2:20 p.m. -A
student filed a criminal damage report after. discovering.
damage to their c'ar in the Village parking lot.

Nov. 15, 3 a.m. Two resident students re~
ported receiving threatening
phone calls.

Nov. 16; 4:01 a.m. Two students who said they
were alumni were seen tearing
dry erase boards from doors
and an exit sign from the. fifth
floor of Kuhlman Hall.

Nov. 19, 8:30 a.m. Campus Police received an
auto report after a communter
student inadvertenly hit another car in the Cohen lot•.

Summer Service
Internships
There will be an information session about summer
service internships today
from 8:30-9:30 p.m. in Alter
110. Past interns will be
available to answer questions.

Nov. 16, 2:55 p.m. -A
residenUn. the ..Yillage reported a hit-and-run a:fter
parking their car in the park~
ing lot overnight.
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What's on tap~
Event

Day/Time

Location

Sponsor

I. ·11 - 22 /9 p.m. - 1 .a.m.
runs through 12_-13_

Half Life

. '.

. All recognized student clubs arid organizations can place their events in this section.
Please contact Carol Boschert in the Office of Student Life for more information, or Email boschert@xavier.edu.

Contact information
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Student Government Association
.

.

Brought to you by the Student Senate Student Relations Committee

Doyouthink
that there is
something that
Senate desperately needs to ·
address? Contact Student
· Senate with
your ideas re- ·
garding campus
life. Senate is
.here to help!
Meetings are
held every Monday, 3pm in the
Student Government Association Office lo. cated on the
second floor of
GSC.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
:

SGA MEMBERS;

~
~.~·.·
..-..

{:;[

LAUREN READUS, ANTHONY
HUDSON, LAURACARNAGHI
AND SARAH GAMM ON THEIR
APPOINTMENT. TO
HOMECOMING COURT!

'(;(

w
A
w
l.~r

Are you upset that the Kuhlman com- ·
puter lab now closes at random times?
Well, we are too! Con.tact Student Sen-·
ate @ x3094 to let off steam!
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Iranian students' protest against
professor's sentence turns violent
defuse tensions between the re- are considered to be at the extreme·
formist and right-wing camps by edge of Iran's right wing, appeared
ordering the judiciary to review and unmoved by the public outcry about
rescind Aghajari's sentence, which Aghajari's case, and the head of the
includes 74 lashes by a leather whip, judiciary complained that the case
eightyears' imprisonment and a 10- was being politicized.
year ban on teaching.
Judiciary officials say
the Islamic Republic's
highest_,court will review the sentence.
Aghajari has refused
to appeal it.
One protest organizer said Khamenei 's
intervention did not
go far enough.
-Abdollah Momeni
"Our problem is
A leader of the Office to Consolidate
not only the revision
of the death sentence
Unity studen"t group
... but. freedom of
speech and freedom
"The problem in this country is
in general," Abdallah Momeni, a
leader of the Office to Consolidate that we look at everything from a
Unity student group, told fellow factional point of view and use ev-:
demonstrators Monday. Students ery verdict for political objectives,"
chanted overtly political slogans, state-run television quoted the
. including "Free political prisoners" head of the judiciary, Ayatollah
and "Death to the Taliban in Kabul Mahmud Hashemi-Sharudi, as saying during a meeting Monday with
and Tehran."
The . extremists
chanted fellow jurists.
"Thoughts need to be criticized,
"Khamenei is the supreme leader,
he's the representative of our analyzed and debated," said
prophet" during the ens_uing me lee, Rahnavard, who added that she did
which sent thousands of students not agree with some of Aghajari's
fleeing toward the university gates. views. "Treating them harshly, like
Police officers, who routinely have sentencing those who express them
prevented student demonstrators to prison terms or death, is the most ·
from spilling out onto the streets, inappropriate possible way to deal
refused to Jet them pass, witnesses with them."
Over the past 11 days, protest.said. The students and extremists
subsequently dispersed across ers have urged the ruling clerics to
ease their control over the Islamic
campus.
There were conflicting reports as republic, rather than maintain a dicto whether the Ansareh Hezbollah tatorship rivaling that of the former
PHOTO COUTESY OF KRT CAMPUS NEWS
Students demonstrate at the Shahid. Beheshti University Sunday., · Nov. 1 7,
members truly were university stu- shah. Hard-line critics, however, say
against a death penalty sentence given to professor Hashem Aghajari. Iran's dents or whether they pretended to the conflict is not a problem with
Supre~e Leader, Ayatollah Khamenei, has ordered the judiciary to reverse
clerical rule, but the result ofreformbe to get onto the campus.
the death sentence.
The judiciary, whose members ers floutmg the law.
BY SORAYA NELSON
Hezbollah, or "Friends of the Party
Knight Ridder Newspapers
of God," witnesses said. A number
TEHRAN, Iran - A student of other students also were injured.
Authorities' nervousness .over
demonstration in support of a popular reformist professor who was the potential for widespread civil
sentenced to die for blaspheming revolt is evident. Besides keeping
Islam turned bloody Monday when · protesters on campus, officials have
banned foreign media from coverextremist~ supporting Iran's theocracy clashed with the students at ing demonstrations over the past
three days; A request by organizTehran's SharifUµiversity.
· One student speaker suffered a ers of the protesfto open Monday's
cracked skull and cuts and was car- demonstration to the public was reried off by friends during the attack jected, although students from other
by roughly 500 members ofthe hard- universities were allowed to attend. ·
line , militia group Ansareh
A critical remark about supreme

leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei apparently sparked the fight at the
university gymnasium, where nearly
5,000 students had gathered to rally
for history professor Hashem
Aghajari. He has been convicted of
apostasy, or turning away from his
Shiite faith, for challenging Iran's
clerical rule during a speech in the
western city of Ramadan last August. Critics insist that the Nov. 6
ruling could have been issued only
with the approval of the highestranking clerics. .
.
·On Sunday, Khamenei,soughtto

"Our problem is not only
the revision ofthe death
·sentence ... but freedom of
speech andfreedom in
,,
genera.l
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Advice to overextended students
about their time than people who
If you had the privilege of attending 10 p.m. Mass this pa~t Sun- say no. That leads to lack of comday, you will recall praying for the mitment and more stress for you and
"relief from academic burnout..." those picking up the slack. Is there
an activity or class you haven't
In many"ways, burnout stems from
fear: fear of failing, fear of not do- dropped that you should?
Cherish what you do; don't reing enough, fear that saying "no"
means you're saying something is gret what you didn't do. If you
not a good cause, fear of regretting spend time regretting, you'll have
less time for actually doing. Take
what you didn't do after graduasome time out and think about the
tion.
Let's take a moment to consider things you have done and are doing. For every regret, write down
burnout - academic and beyond.
It's time for some "Dear Abby" ad- something you'll cherish. In the future, this may be a
vice from the
Newswire. Pay--------------Hfetime memento
"The better you ofXavier.
careful attention
- you' II want to
Take some time
clip this one out.
manage your time for yourself. God

Striving for
and resources, the didn't give us 24
yourbestdoesn't
hours in the day to
mean straining
more you can com- use every minute
yourself. Whoto care for others.
ever came up
mit to those Jew You can't care for
academics and ac- others if you aren't
with the idea academic success incaring for yourself.
valves
little
tivities that mean On top of the eight
sleep,
allhours of sleep evnighters
and
the most to you. " eryone is getting,
e n o u g h
you should take
Staroucks to fill Fr. Graham's some time to simply relax. Have you
spent time doing nothing this week?
shower was definitely not an MD.
The. more aware you are of your
The faculty gives work to help you
learn, not to help you ruin your· limitations, the more apt yo'u are to
health. Recognize your limitations, manage them. The better you manacknowledge them and try to age your time and resources, the
change your workload to accom- more you can commit to those few
modate. Are you straining yourself academics and activities that niean
the most to you. The result: you get
too much?
It's OK to say "NO." If you the most out of the few things you
think you can say "no" and haven't put your time and resources into.
One last thing - if you think
recently, you're probably fooling
yourself. Don't assume saying no you're getting homework done over
says the activity is a bad cause. In Thanksgiving Break, stop fooling
fact, saying no can be the best thing yourself. Don't even bother taking
you can do .. More often people the books home and have a relaxwho say "yes" are less confident ing holiday!
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LETTER
TO
EDITO;R.

THE

Who cares about the Veterans?
Who cares about some veterans stars and wondering about iny
who gave up or postponed their own friends and family, and most imporeducation to serve our country? tantly, I think about the sacrifices
Who cares about the veterans who .my family has made. I have two chilgave the ultimate sacrifice for us? dren that at times only saw their faWho cares that while in a couple of ther half of the year. I was overseas
weeks we will all be gathered when my daughter was born and
around a large table eating a feast didri't get to meet her until she was
with our friends and family, some nine-months-old. Think of the
young marine, sailor, or soldier is stress my wife went through while I
half-way around the world eating a was away.
field ration by him or herself? The
These are the sacrifices.that my
answer - evidently no one at family and I made in order to pro. tect those rights and freedoms we
Xavier!
Here at Xavier, we have become all take for granted, but what about
accustomed to taking days off to those veterans who never made it
recognize special days, or at the home? What about their families?
What about those who dfod at
least we celebrate them on the ac~
demic mall. We are off for a "fall the beaches of Normandy? What
holiday" and ·an "academic day." about .those who djed iri the Chasin
The Latin community celebrates Reservoir, or those during the Tet
Dfa de las Muertos. We bear crosses Offensive? What about those veterfor the m a n y - - - - - - - - - - - - - a n s who have been
aborted fetuses,
"This was insultinO' maimed or were
o left crippled as a
and some students
·
to me and other resultoftheirwillcelebrate a "coming out" day. But
ingness to serve
what did we do for
Veterans who serve our country? What
,./+
· about the ·mother
Veterans Day?
The one day of our country, O; ,,en tn whose son's letters
the year we put perilous situations. " arrived two weeks
after she received a
aside our differ~
ences and come
telegram telling
together to say "thank you" to all herofhis death. It's a sad day when
who have served our country: noth- those service men and women who
ing!
·gave the ultimate sacrifice are forAll too often the men and worrien · gotten.
.
who are serving our country are not
Please don't let their sacrifices
even "'considered when debating ·go unnoticed or forgotten. Let's· take·
world issues. This should not be the time to remember those service
the case, especially during this time ·men and.women who don'thave the
in our country as we stand on the . opportunity we have to debate
brink of war. I had two classes on · those world issues of Iraq and Ko~
Monday and neither of my profos- rea, but instead just serve our counsors or fellow students commented · try and are proud to do so.
on Veterans Day.
What I ask is for all students and
One student was not only faculty here at Xavier to take a moshocked that we have school on ment to appreciate the many free~
Veterans Day, but she didn't realize, doms we have and to ponder why
that it was on Monday. This was we have them. So next year, when
insulting to me and other veterans Veterans Day is upon us, please take
who serve our country, often in per- the time to say thanks to all our vet7
ilous situations.
erans who are alive and those who
When I think back over the years have died defending our American
I spent serving my country both values.
stateside and overseas, I think of the
sacrifices I made in order to serve:
-SGT. Jason W. Sharp
Marine Veteran
the many holidays I missed, the
CAPS Student
fonely nights spent staring up at the

CORRECTION
In last's week edition Varsha Mendiratta was mistakenly listed as a
member of the 2006 class, She is in the Class of 2003.
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LETTERS

Jesuit
stance on
possible
Iraqi war
As talk about a possible·attack
on Iraq continues to dominate the
headlines, I would like to share
with the Xavier community a letter circulated by Fr. Ben Urmston,
S.J. Written to President Bush from
the members of the Society of
Jesus, this .letter urges Jesuits and
:
' : .. oJ
,-.
· · '·'
all Jesuit Universities to educate
students "in the Catholic tradition
and teaching about war and
peace." What follows is an excerpt
from this letter, dated Oct. 19, 2002.
''As the religious superiors of the
3,400 members of the Society of
Jesus ("the Jesuits") in the United
States, we write to express our
strong moral reservations about the
use of military force in Iraq. We
share our government's concern
about Iraq's possible possession
and use of weapons of mass destruction, but we l!.I'e not conyinced
that all means short of war have
been exhausted. While a preemptive strike to stop an imminent attack may in theory be argued, we
judge war on Iraq at this time to be
a preventive war, and as such, violate just~war standards and international law."
While some attempt to distort
the just-war theory as justification
for a military attack which will undoubtedly inflict additional suffering on a civilian population already ravaged by decades of sanctions and U.S. bombings, it is not
simply ~·peaceniks" who favor alternative options to a war on Iraq.
Rather, it is a respected organization, to which our university has
deep ties.
-Bethany Domzal
XU Amne'sty.lnternational
Class of '04
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Xavier Greeks extend
an invitation to all
I also don't know if the student
The Xavier community needs to
know the four black Greek community is turned off by Greek
organizations are not only for the· organizations by one isolated
black or minority students on cam- event which happened hundreds of
pus; howe\>er, they· are for all stu- · miles away;T'guess all i't takes is ·
dents, whether they live on· cam- one bad apple to spoil the whole
bunch. We are not going to hurt
pus or not.
Our organizations are not only you. We are not, by any means, goGreek, but also nonprofit businesses ing to lock you up in a dark room
· operating to bring programs of ser- and give you nightmares for the
vice, learning, and awareness to rest of your life, for pete's sake.
·we, as Greek
students, faculty,
organizations, do
and
the
"~are
not impose our
people of the
beliefs or lifeCincinnati comstyles on you, nor
munity for little
do we want you to
to no cost. This is
translates.~
change ·if you
what we have
ever
become
been doing for
more than 90 ~~~~~~~~~~~~ Greek. That is
years as historically African-Amerinot what our organizations represent.
can Gr~k organizations.
Parties and dancing ru:e not what
We are nonprofit businesses,
we are all about as organizations. · which translates: we work for you.
However, students will never know We cannot do our jobs efficiently
if they only attend Greekfest and if the people whom we work for do
Greek parties at .th~ University of. not.participate. in.the pr.ograllls we
Cincinnati. ·
offer.
I am disappointed in the level
Approach us. Ask us questions.
of participation at many of our Come to our programs to see what
Greek programs. Case in point:. we are about. Just because. you
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., come does riot. mean you want to
hosted a Greek forum for Greek . join an organization, or any
Week entitled "Greek Expressions,. organization, for that matter. We
Uniting a Community" in the week have programs for that purpose, and
preceding Greekfest which our promotion will say as much.
spawned a mind-boggling atten- Come to out programs because you
· danc~ of only eight non-Greeks!
. want 'to see what we are about, beThe Greek Forum is a vehicle cause you want to see what we are
used to educate the Xavier commu- doing for you, because you want to
nity about black Greek life, ask questions, because you want to
our purposes, and for you to meet learn, because you actually have a
the people who are so fiercely proud desire to do so. That is all we ask.
Of their organizations. However, we
cannot do that by talking to other
-Kourtney Kelly
Greeks.
Class of '03

nonprofit
businesses, which
we work
fioryou. "
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Stanford beats
Boston

Muskies push past Peacocks
in first round of PNIT

After a hard-fought contest, the
Stanford Cardinal ousted the Boston University Terriers, 61-57, in
BY STEVE MElZGER
the Owens-Corning Preseason NIT
Sports Editor
Monday night. Xavier will travel
to Stanford for a 7 p.m. contest toThe first round of the Prenight.
season NIT began on Monday
Had the Terriers held on to their
night, with Xavier defeating Saint·
halftime lead and won, the game
Peter's College, 87-48. The game
would've been played at the Cintas
marked the third meeting between
Center.
-the two schools.
The winner of the XU-Stanford
This was also the second time
game faces the winner of the North
Xavier has appeared in the PreCarolina-Rutgers game, which is
season NIT. Back in 1988, the
tonight in Chapel Hill.
Muskies defeated fourth-ranked
Louisville before falling to. Missouri.
Volleyball
into Monday, Xavier
tournament comes hadGoing
won 12 straight season openers, with the last opening loss comto Xavier
ing back in 1989-90. That was
The Xavier Volleyball team will the year Xavier went to the "Sweet
take on A-10 Regular Season Cham- 16" of the NCAA Tournament.
pion Temple in the semifinals of
Fans might have been confused
the A-10 Volleyball Championship as they walked into the Cintas
at the Cintas Center on Friday at ·Center and saw tape on the floor,
4:30 p.m.
. marking off a wider lane and a
three-point line that was further
back than normal. This is nothCross country runs ing
new. The Preseason NIT often
experiments
with rule changes to
last meet
see how they would affect the
Xavier University's men's and game.
women's cross country teams comThe Musketeers opened the
peted in the 2002 Great Lakes Re- game with an 11-2 run and never
gion Cross Country Championships looked back. Xavier shot 50 peron Saturday afternoon.
cent from the field and 68 percent
The men's cross country team from the free-throw line on their
placed 25th out ·of a field of 31 way to routing the Peacoc~s by
teams with a score of 732 points. 39 points.
The women's team finished with a
Junior Romain Sato led the atscore of 800 p~ints, earning them tack scoring 23 points, including
29th place out of 31 teams.
three of eight from three-point
The men's team was led by jun- land to go along with nine reior Michael Doran, who ran his best
race as a Musketeer, in finishing
with a time of32:36.8 to place 75th.

SATO SCORES 23, WEST FOLLOWS WITH 21

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Senior Lionel Chalmers had_five assists in an
87-l.!8 win.
bounds. Sato ignited the crowd
when he slammed home a beautiful dunk off an assist from senior
Lionel Chalmers with about three
minutes to go in the first half. Sato
also played unselfishly with three
assists, including a nice feed ·to
sophomore Keith Jackson.
Jackson also made his presence
known in the 17 minutes he played,

putting up six points and grabbing
five rebounds. With about seven
minutes left i.n the second half, he
created a buzz in the stands by flying through the lane for a definitive put back.
Senior David West was the next
top-scorer for the Muskies with 21
points and six rebounds. Of all the
starters, West played the most min-

Men's soccer
players honored
Xavier men's soccer freshman
Steven Barten has been named Atlantic 10 Rookie-of-the-Year and
sophomore Tiest Sondaal has been
named to the A- I 0 All-Conference
First Team in polling of the league's
coaches that was released Thursday.

Men's tennis
finishes season
Thirtieth year head coach Jim
Brockhoff led the Xavier men's tennis team to a solid 2002 fall season
finish, ending 3-1 in dual match
play.
Freshman Rob Simpson went
undefeated with a 10-0 record in
singles to become one of the team's
strongest players. Simpson was the
champion in flight C at ihe Dayton
Invitational. When paired with senior Matt Thinnes; the doubles
team was champions in flight A
doubles at the Dayton Invitational
and were 9-1 in the season.
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Wednesday, Nov. 20
•Men's basketball vs.
Stanford (Owens-Corning
Preaseason NIT)
at 10:30 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 22
• Volleyball vs. Temple at ·
4:30 p.m. (A-10 Tournament)

· Sunday, Nov. 24
•Men's basketball vs. Florida
_A&M at 2:00 p.m..

•Women's basketball vs.
Pepperdine at 10:00 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 23
Thursday, Nov. 21
• No games scheduled.

Home basketball games take
place at Cintas Center.
• Volleyball A-10 Tournament
Final at.7 p.m.

. Home volleyball games take
place at Cintas Center.

Home games are in bold.

utes and led the team to an easy
victory.
The Musketeers got quality
contributions froni all players
Monday night, and head coach
Thad Matta was· able to use his deep
bench. "With this team,'' said West,
"you're goillg to have to pick your
poison." Matta used nine players
in the first 12 minutes, and the
Muskies still managed to lead at
· one point in the first half, 20-5.
Other notable contributions
came from senior David Young
who finished the_ game with six
points and five rebounds. Junior
transfer Anthony Myles scored,
eight, and Chalmers put up nine.
The Muskies held St. Peter's to
just 31 percent from the field and
forced 19 turnovers to Xavier's
seven. "Our focus was on defense,"
said Matta. "We had to defend better." ·
With the victory, the Musketeers
advance to the second round of the
· NIT to face Stanford tonight. The
Cardinal are coming off a win
Monday against lfoston ·unfversity, whorri they beat, 61-57.
Stanford has been one of the domi. nant teams in the Pac-10 the. past
few years, but are noticeably down
from the loss of the Collins twins.
Following the game in Palo
Alto, the Muskies return h,ome on
Sunday for homecoming weekend
to take on Florida Agri~ulture and
Mechanical. That game starts at 2
p.m.
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Beats
Army in
Walsh

Volleyball upsets
Temple, conquers
LaSalle
.
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MUSKETEERS TO DEFEND A-10 TITLE AT HOME
·BY STEVE MElZGER

Invitational

Sports Editor

BY THRINE KANE
Sports Writer

The rifle team finished its last
match of 2002 with a win at home
in the 46th Annual Walsh Internatfonal Rifle Competition against
Army. The Musketeers out-shot
their opponents on Saturday with a
total score of 6, 193~6. 135.
Contributing to the victory in
smallbore rifle were sophomore
Hannah Kerr (1, 172), myself
(1,160), senior Joe Fitzgibbon
{l,150) and freshman Rich Gauvin
(1,161). H. Kerr (393), Fitzgibbon
(382), freshman Whitney Prather
(384) and myself (391) were the
. scoring members for the air rifle
team.
This weekend's win gives Xavier
a 3-0 record in the Great America
Rifle Conference, as the shooters
have now defeated Army, UT Martin, and Jacksonville State.
In notable accomplishments,
Gauvin and Prather both shot their
personal bests in small bore rifle;·
with a 1,161 and 1,158, ·respectively.
With freshmen's-scores so high,
added to the fact that there is still
much room for improvement before
Conference Championships and
NCAA Qualifiers in early 2003,
there is no doubt the rifle team will ·
be a major contender for the NCAA
Championship title in March.
Xavier's Saturday match against
Army also counted for their collegiate team score in the Walsh Rifle
Match, which attracts over 300
·shooters per year.
With one weekend left to go, the
Muskies hope to retain their first
place position in the collegiate category, although national champion
University of Alaska Fairbanks is
scheduled to compete this coming
weekend on the last day of the tournament.
Xavier Rifle will not compete
this weekend but will be hosting
the Walsh Tournament in the Armory.
· Spectators are welcome and encouraged to attend the competitions that lasts from 2 p.m. until 7
p.m. on Friday, 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.
on Saturday, and 8 a.m. until 2 p.m.
on Sunday.

The volleyball team returned
home on Friday from amonth-iong
road trip, winning two games and
allowing them to qualify for theA10 Tournament.
The. Musketeers, who finished
their regular. season 16-13 overall
and 7~7 in theA-10,just squeaked
into the tournament with an upset
win over Temple on Friday, followed by a straight-game wiri over
La Salle on Saturday.

XAVIER 3, TEMPLE 2
Undefeated in theA-10 and guar~
anteed the conference regular season title, Temple came into the
Cintas Center Friday night, confident they would be able to con.tinue their unblemished conference
record.
T~e Musketeers, on the other
hand; needed a victory to keep hope
alive for a tournament berth.
The Muskies set the tone for the
match in the first game. Down 2519, they rallied back and squeaked
out a 31-29 win. Sophomore Kari
Hewald sparked the Mu.skies.from
the service line with a wicked
curveball.
Temple stormed back in the next
two games, winning 30-20 and 3026. It looked like the Musketeers
were on the verge of defeat as sloppy
play took over. However, they
proved resilient and rallied to take
game four, 30-23.
In game five, Hewald once again
took to the service line to aid the
Musketeer attack. The Muskies
fought hard and came away victorious, winning 15-11 with sophomore Laci Hasenour ending the
match on a definitive kill.
·

Senior Andrea Meyer helped to
Musketeers .i,nto the A-:10 Tqur~am~nt ..
Senior Katey Wygant led the offensive charge with 20 kills and 15
digs. Sophomore Molly Martin set
up Xavi~r's big guns with 57 assists.

XAVIER 3, LA SALLE 0
On senior night in the Cintas
Center, the Musketeers needed to
accomplish a straight-game sweep
against hapless La Salle to secure a
berth in the A-10 Tournament, and
that is just. what they did. The
Muskies took control of the match
and never looked back, out-hitting
the Explorers, .308 to .183.
Wygant, who had 15 kills and
13 digs, paced the offense. However, she was not the only offensive weapon Saturday night, as the
Musketeers received noteworthy

Men's soccer finishes
strong
BY DAVE GILMORE .

Schaeper notched assists on the final play of the regular season.
The Xavier men's soccer team
Schaeper made six saves while
finished its season in top form by tying a school record with his fifth
adding to their shutout tally, which solo shutout of the year. On the
stands at eight for the year. The offensive side of the ball,
Musketeers downed the Dayton Schaeper's assist gives him three
Flyers 2 70 Wednesday at Baujan points on the season after he
Field. The game was scheduled for scored at Duquesne last month.
play last Sunday, but severe weather
The shutout brought the
Muskies' unbeaten streak to seven
forced its postponement.
Freshman Steven Barten got the games. In that span, they have regscoring started for Xavier in the · istered an impressive 5-0-2 record.
·14th minute when he connected qn Xavier finishes the season with a
a breakaway goal off a pass from 10-7-2 record overall and a 5-4-2
mark in the Atlantic 10. Xavier's
senior.S.cott Lagedrost.
With just over a minute remain- i0-7-2 record i~ its best finish
ing in the contest, Xavier added an since the 1998 season.
.: !nsura11ce goal when senior forward
Logan Wallace scored on a
breakaway. ·Both Barten and
sophomore goalkeeper Brian
·Asst. Sports Editor

contributions from a plethora of
other players.
Junior Kim Cockerel had 14
kills, and freshman Katie Duchek
and sophomore,Laci Hasenour both·
had 11 kills. Hewald once again
displayed her serving skills and
also had nine digs. Martin dished
out 48 assists to go along with five
service aces.
.
In their last regular season game
in a Xavier uniform, seniors Andrea ·
Meyer and Courtney Fuller both
made their presence known on the
. court. Meyer had three kills, with
Fuller adding 10 digs.

2002 Atlantic 10 Conference
Volleyball Championship
Hosted by Xavier University .
Come to cheer on the be$t of the
Atlantic 10 as the Musketeers try to
defend their A-1 OTournament Title!
Friday, November 22
Temple vs. Xavier
4:30p.m.
Dayton vs. George Washington
7p.m.

,,r:l~·

~:ff,~,:~oth
~.·._.

r\ ·... 1Day

Adults
Childre(l/Students

$5
$3

--

Days
$8
$5

*All Xavier Students will receive
FREE tickets with their student ID/
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Women's hoops finishes
preseason with bang
BY CASEY WELDON

BY DAVE GILMORE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Sports Writer

Asst. Sports Editor

Coming off an overwhelming
Nothing says college football victory in their first preseason
like rivalry week. With the Michi- game, the lady Musketeers did not
gan/Ohio State game coming on let up as they annihilated a hapSaturday, I'd say it's pretty clear for less Ohio Girls Basketball Legends
which side the Xavier studentbody team, 101-57. Collectively, the
team hit 58 percent of its shots and
is pulling.
Persona!Jy, I think Maurice knocked down 15 of the 23 threeClarett. should stay and play all point shots they attempted, includfour years for the Buckeyes. That . ing eight of nine in the second half.
Leading the team was the senior
way, after he graduates, he can be
the number one draft pick and be backcourt. Both Amy Waugh and
elected governor in the same year. Reetta Piipari combined for nearly
Why is it every time I think it's 60 percent of the team's offense.
safe to turn on the TV, I see Manute Combined, they went on to hit 19
Bol? Beating the stink out of Re- of 25 shots (hitting 14 of 18 from
frigerator Perry on Celebrity behind the arc) as each went on to
Boxing was bad enough, but now score 30 points. Piipari also added
seven assists to the mix and Waugh
ice hockey?
· Bo! served a one-game stint with continued to blaze, coming off 25
the Indianapolis Ice of the CHL, points the previous game.
Also deserving recognition are
playing in part of Saturday's game
before his arthritic feet forced Bo! freshman Kristy Wallner and junto hang up his ridiculously large ior Aida Sarajlija. Wallner played
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
well despite only taking one shot.
skates.
Freshman Tara Boothe played 64 minutes in the
The 7'7" former NBA player or- Wallner, a 5' 1O" guard, went on to 101-57 rout of the OBGM Legends.
chestrated the publicity stunt in lead the team with 12 rebounds (five
night, Geryak scored to put Xavier overlooked. Xavier frustrated the
order to raise money for the resis- offensive).
Sarajlija came up huge off the past the century mark for the game. OBGM Legends all night long,
tance effort in his native Sudan.
Just a thought: for the sake ·of bench to take full advantage of her Geryak was able to knock down the forcing them to commit 18 turnnational security, can we please try · minutes, scoring 16 points on shot as time expired, putting an overs (including six on steals) comand keep the telephone-pole sized seven of 10 shooting and pulling emphatic finish to an impressive pared to just nine assists.
Xavier also held its opponent to
Sudanese rebels out of this great down eight.boards (four offensive), win like only 100 points can seem
just 31.3 percent from tlie floor (25
nation's .minor league hockey showing her potential as this year's to do.
This impressive offensive explo- .. percent in the second half) and 19
sixth woman off the bench.
rinks? Thank you.
All this being said, the biggest sion may get most of the press, but percent from behind the arc. The
Cincinnati basketball coach
Bob Huggins received his first basket of the night undoubtedly there is no way the dominating ef- Lady Musketeers held the OBGM
technical foul of the year during a came from freshman Mandy fort the team put forth on the de- Legends' leading scorer, Larecha
game againsttheAthletes In Action. Geryak. On her only bucket of the fensive end could, nor should, be Jones, to just 15 points.
You go Huggs, show those sissy dogooders who's boss!
Apparently, Sixers All-NBA
guard Allen Iverson is scared of living in Philadelphia. Because of the
media attention Iverson's run-in
with Philadelphia police attracted
this summer, AI fears for the safety
of him and his family.
"I want to be in _Philadelphia,
. but I'm. scared to be here," the
former MVP told The Philadelphia
Inquirer and Philadelphia Daily
into. their defensive game, noted again, performed his aerial acrobatNews in Tuesday's editions.
BY JEFFERY HILL
coach Thad Matta. With seven tum- ics, stirring the once quiet ·Cintas
In an unrelated story, music lisSports Writer
overs and only four assists in the Center crowd to a frenzy with an
teners everywhere fear for their own
Fans coming to see Xavier blow . first half, the sloppy play. was a.far alley-oop nine minutes into the
safety after reports that bootlegged · out another exhibition team were cry from the organization seen. in second half, nearly earning himself
copies oflverson's unreleased rap sorely disappointed last week. The .. the first exhibition match-up. ·
a· technical foul for hanging too
CD have been circulating around One World All-Stars proved to be .
Senior David West continued to long on the rim. The energy he im. the Internet.
·
stiff compc;:tition for the highly- demonstrate why he was the top parted never left the arena as a deThe NFL'.s most productive touted Muskies .who trailed for vote. getter on the Associated lighted buzz of crowd noise hung
quarterback, the Eagles'.Donovan much of the first half. Xavier man- Press's preseason First Team All- in the air until the end of the game.
McNabb, is.out for the season with 11ged to pick themselves up by their American squad, as he carried
Xavier led by' as much as 21 in
a broken ankle.
bootstraps at the half and went on · Xavier through their lackluster first the second half, but let it slip after
While the first place Eagles will 'to an 80-72 victory.
half, scoring 14 of the Muskies' first several missed free throws and carestruggle· to replace McNabb's talXavier fans coming to. see the 20 points. West, though playing less fouls. The Muskies ended the
ent and leadership on the field, I'm return of 2000 graduate Darnell ill, managed to rack up his first game shooting just 49 percent from
honestly more concerned with how Williams were delighted, then dis- double-double of the year as he the line, despite being in the bonus
I'm going to replace him on my fan- gusted as he, Xavier's 11th all-time collected 10 boards.
for the majority of the seconq half.
tasy team.
leading scorer, sank his first six
In the second half, Xavier
Senior Lionel Chalmers exhibDonovan, I saw you throw three shots. (four of them from behind the . showed some of the intensity that ited his maturity in the gu~d positouchdowns on a broken ankle Sun- arc). Williams finished the game . will surely be necessary as they tion, ending the game just a reday. Please, if there's any way you with 19 points (12 of those from progressthroughtherestofthesea- bound and assist away from a ·
·can stick it out for four more weeks, three-point land), sparking great son. Junior Romain Sato, also play- triple-double. When asked about
there's a share of my winnings in it perf9rmances by his teammates. . ing sick, managed to hit two three- the game and the upcoming regufor you.
The speed ofAll-Star guard Kareem pointers to ensure command of the lar season, the senior noted, "We
Just a tip: you know you're ad- Reid exploited the weakness of lead. Freshman Will Caudle looked · have a lot to work on, but we'll defidicted to fantasy sports when you Xavier's transition defense as he fin- more relaxed in this game, com- nitely be ready."
find yourself shouting at your room- ished with 20.
pared to the last, as he bodied· f~r
The Musketeers faced off in their
mate, "I should be thankful I even
· Xavier's inability to sink open position in the post, grabbing some first regular season game, the openhave Koy Detmer!"
shots (zero for eight from behind key rebounds.
ing round of the Preseason NIT, this
the arc on good looks) carried over
Sophomore Keith Jackson, yet · past Monday against the Peacocks
of St. Peter's.

Men's basketball
downs One World

One weakness that was evident
took place on the offensive boards.
· The lady Musketeers allowed 15
offensive boards, a key component
of any team's effectiveness on the
offensive end .. This number must
be cut down during the regular season if they hope to go very far this
season. But they still won the game
by 44 points.
These two exhibition games,
without the pressure of NCAA Division I basketball against national
powerhouses, show a great de~I of
promise for this upcoming season.
They. have also gone a long way
towards maturing the team's young
players in an effort to get them
ready for.the regular season:. The .
Lady Musketeers open up the regular season Nov. 22 in Malibu as they
take on the Lady Waves of
Pepperdine University.

Swim
beat
BY CLAIRE BEIMESCH
Sports Writer

At Ball State, the women's swim
team recorded both another victory
and another defeat this weekend in
a tri-meet against Ball State University and University of IllinoisChicago, while the men dropped
both meets.
Against UIC, Xavier junior
Angie Hinrichs took first in the 100
Freestyle (54.00) and 200 Freestyle
(1 :56.57). Hinrichs also helped the
Musketeers to a second-place finish in the 200 Medley Relay and
took second. in the 50 Freestyle.
Sophomore Janet Heil won the
200 Fly with an in-season best time . ·
of .2: 12.67 and· recorded another
win· in the 200 Individual Medley
(2:18.18). Heil also took second in
the 100 Butterfly.
The ·women· Won 'the '400.
Freestyle relay at the end of the
meet in a time of3:46.06. The team ·
consisted of freshmen Sarah Brown
and Natalie Lindquist, as well as
juniors Molly Moeller and Heather
Greidanus.
On the men's side, junior John
Janszen won the 200 Inidivual
Medley in a time of 2:02.79. The
men's team record holder in both
backstroke events, Janszen was second in the 100 Backstroke with a
time of 55.69, and third in the 200
Back with a time of 1.59.91.
Watch the Swimming.Musketeers in their next meet on Saturday, Nov. 23 at Miami University
in Oxford, against Miami and
Valparaiso.
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·Do you_sufier from
·stress .. sinus ..ntenstrual ...
Headaches?

For more info.rmation
_about this study,
please contact:
ClinExcel Research
(5 l3) 295-1117
clinex_cel@yahoo.com.

Adults, age 18 to 65 years, who suffer from moderate or severe headaches are needed to participate in a headache research study involving the investigational use of a
marketed drug. The type of headache being studied is often described by patients as sinus, stress or menstrual headache. Volunteers must:
Have had 1 to 6 moderate or severe headaches per month for the last 6 months
Have at least a one year history ofheadaches that inteifere with their ability to work or enjoy life
Have never been diagnosed with migraine headaches by a medical doctor
Office visits, study procedures .and study medic_atio~ wjl/_be provided at no~cost to par.ticipants.

Downing Scholarship
for Xavier business students
• Receive a scholarship of $2,000 per semester for
three semesters
.• Work on a research project with a business professor
• Team up with a business mentor

To be eligible for the Downing Scholarship,
you must:
\
• be a business student
• be ajunior (55+hours)
• have 3 semesters remaining at Xavier
• be a student in good standing, 2.000 GPA or
above

Cqncun ......... $629
Amst;erdam.:.$629
Paris ............ $628
Includes air & accommodations from

l':!c::rr%:;, ~~~1~.1~~c~rBrh':~':ie~~'!i~e
·

cities and destinations available.

For an application or more information, contact:
Ms. Cindy Stockwell, Williams College of Business
WCB Building, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745-3131

Deadline for applications has been extended to
December 4.

'..~.~.£
onunE

. www.stiatravel.com
»

on THE PHOnE

»

'iMrR·AVEL I

on CAmPU/

»
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'Half Past Dead' shows no sign of life

~.X.~l!l?..W~~r~~~~

XU jazz time
Xavier
U11iversity
Jazz
Ensemble's next performance is on
Nov. 6 in Ryan's Pub at 7:30 p.m.
Their final concert of the semester
is on Nov. 26 at 8: 15 p.m. in Edgecliff
Recital Hall.
The J~ Ensemble plays a variety of jazz with many solos and
original pieces.

'Boys From
Syracuse'
The University of Cincinnati,
College-Conservatory of Music
presents the musical "The Boys
From Syracuse" Nov. 21-24.
"The Boys From Syracuse" is
directed by CCM musical theater
chair Aubrey Berg, with musical director Roger Grodsky. David
Wanstreet, professor of musical theater at Syracuse University, serves
as guest choreographer.
Performance times are Thursday
and Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 2:30
p.m. and 8 p.m., and Sunday at 2:30
p.m. Based on Shakespeare's "The
Comedy ofErrors," this musical pre~
sents the lyrics and music of Richard Rogers and Lorenz Hart.
The performance costs $13 for
XU students. For more information,
call556-4183.

Artful Evening:
Masters of the Taft
Kristi Nelson, Ph.D., will present
a slide talk on Itembra~dt van Rijn
at the Corryville Library, 2902 Vine .
St.. The lecture is free and open to
the public. No reservations are
needed. For more ·information call
241~0343,ext.15. Fordirections,call
the Corryville Library at 369-6034

Listen to the Art
The Listen to the Art Series,
curated by Elmer Thomas, museum
docent and former professor of music at the University of Cincinnati's
College-Conservatory of Music, returns to the Cincinnati Art Museum
· featuring a diverse. schedule of musicians who will perform in the
museum's galleries. The series is
free with museum admission.

· Bronte Bistro ·
Dine on dishes in Cincinnati history at Joseph ..Beth Booksellers'
Bronte Bistro:· The Bronte Bistro
, will feature recipes from The Perfect Setiing, the Taft Museum ofArt
cookbook. This event is sponsored.
by the Taft Museum and is part of
the Taft Museum of Art month at.
Joseph-Beth
Booksellers,
Rookwood Pavilion, 2692 Madison
Road. For more information, call
241-0343,ext.36
·

JA RULE AND STEVEN SEAGAL MAKE QUITE THE ODD COUPLE IN THIS ACTION FLOP

BY JIM GIMP
Contributing Writer

With what could have been a
solid action movie with a clever and
intense story, not to mention a veteran action star Steven Seagal, "Half
Past Dead" owes its low standards
to a poor script that reduces the
movie to a loud-mouthed flurry of
mediocrity, with an over-stated hiphop twist.
·
The story involves two part'ners-in~crime involved in the underworld of Europe. They are sent to
maximum-security prison after being caught by the FBI. Seagal ("Under Siege," "Above the Law") plays
Sascha Petrovitch while his main
man Jeffrey" Ja Rule" Atkins ("The
Fast and the Furious"), plays Nick
Fraize~
.
Welcome to New Alcatraz, home
of the hardest-hitting convicts in the
US. Run by the authoritative, yet
fair Tony Plana ("Pri!llal Fear,''
"J.F.K") who plays El Fuego, New
Alcatraz is the latest innovation by
the US government to crack down
on crime, and will be hosting its first
execution soon.
The death row inmate's name is
Lester, played by Bruce Weitz
("Deep Impact") who is responsible
· for·stealing $200 million dollars in
gold bullion from a federal train and
in the process took a
few federal agents
down. Now decades
later, he will die holding a secret, the location of the bullion,
unless an elite group .
of armed terrorists,
aptly named the
49ers, can help it.
Headed by 49er
One, played by Morris Chestnut ("The
Brothers," "Two Can
Play at That Game"),
the 49ers are bent on
finding the location, .
even it- means destroying an entire prison facility and
takirig a supreme court justice who·
was a witness for Lester's· execution, with them. The ·only obstacle
they did not count on was under"'.
cover FBI ·agent Petrovitch and a
group of r~wdy and tough-as-nails .
inmates.
Some of Seagal's trademark attributes as an actor include a deadly
soft tone, a stoic facial expression,
and, yes, a sixth-degree black belt

Did you think that you weren't going to go see this movie? Well these
two guys have something to say to you then.
Don't wor.ry, they may look
like tough guys, but they are really crying on the inside about this
movie's future.
Nice hats fellas, goo~ job.
giving his character any lasting ap- the two responsibilities were too
peal: he simply flaunts his thug per- much to handle. The movie is
sona. Don't blame him though, his riddled with such trite and showy
charac~er was a mer~ tool in a grand
dialogtJe. thi:it it.los.es .. s.eriousness.
scheme to add a hip-hop edge to Jokes aside, this movie cannot hold
a dramatic tone at all.
the movie. More on that later.
Instead, it has fun with its hipDirector Don Michael Paul
("Harley Davidson and the hop-laced cliches that are .accom..
Marlboro Man") mixes some mo- panied by substandard gangster
ments of technical prowess with music in the background, reducing
slow-motion camera work that cap- the movie to an overgrown music
tures the bullets flying and bones video where each character discracking, and extreme zooms that pit plays how macho he is. There are a
your seni;;es against large explo- couple of plot twists that generate
sions. He makes good use of the . some spark, yet do .not add to the
sets, which range from a smelting excitement of the movie as a whole.
If you are a Seagal fan, you
room filled with dangling chains and
containers of burning liquid metal, should see this movie; you .will
· to the jail itself, which looks sleek know what to expect, though his
sense of presence, if you will, is re~d futuristic.
Paul, however, did not display duced. Ifyou are an Alcatraz movie
enough co~trol over the scope of fan, and are acquainted with such
some of the film's key scenes to movies as ."The Rock" or "Escape
There are some must-_have one.- make them exciting. Some key fromAI~" watch this film. Judgon-one fights he ge_ts involved in, battles felt lackluster while numer- ing on the merits ofan action movie;.
though none ever pose an immedi- ous scenes with nothing btit ex- "HalfPast Dead" ranks low for halfate challenge. Seagal,. overall, change of' dialogue, such a·s· the done characters and forgettable acseems stale and underused.
opening scene, were uncomfortably tions scenes. It is safer to seek entertainment elsewhere.
In a larger supporting role than paced.
So who was the way-below-avin .his previous acting venture, Ja
Rule has a chance to display some erage screenwriter of this film rethug camaraderie to his friend sponsible for such movie damage?
Sascha. Although charming at Well none other than the director
times, Ja Rule seems to fall short in himself, Don Michael Paul. Perhaps
in Aikido. He utilizes all these traits
in "Half Past Dead" but seems to
have been limited severely on his
usual wit and even in his ,aetion
scenes by the screenplay.

New Releases
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The following discs are due for release on or before November 19 ...
Toni Braxton More Than a Woman (previously titled Amplified) (La
Face/Arista) ... Craig David Slicker Than Your Average (Wildstar/
Atlantic) ... George Harrison Brainwashed (Dark Horse/Capitol) ... Ja
Rule The Last Temptation (Murder Inc./DefJani) .~; Barbra Streisand
Duets (Columbia) ... Jello Biafra Machine Gun in the Clowns Hand
(spoken word; three CDs).(Altei:r,ativeTentacles) ·
-

.. : all dates

. '·· ...
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Friday, November 22

. Monday, November

Audiovent
@Bogart's

BenKweller
, @Top Cats

Saturday, November· 23
· · Oteil'aiid the Peacemake..S
@Mad Frog·

2~

'Tuesday, November 26
Bongzilla
·@Bogart's
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"Come on Grandad," and "Ahoy
There!" which is the album's last
track. "Ahoy There!" has a maritime-influence (obviously) and
samples from many children's
records and "Monty Python" episodes.
There are a few songs on this album that truly shine.. Two of the
strongest songs incorporate female
vocals that glide above the bouncing bass and rolling drum line. On
Mr.Scruff
"Come Alive," the very familiar voice
Trouser Jazz
of Niko presents a complimentary
(Ninja Tune Records)
· tone to Scruff's squashed bass line.
· The most impressive song on the
album is the wonderful collaboration
with the British rapper Braintax.
Don'tjudge this album by Not only are the words amazing in
this song, but the music is enough
its cover
to make you "move your molecules/
With an album name such as from your nails to your follic.les."
Trouser Jazz, it seems quite easy. Also, ifthe listener is a true hip-hop
for the "mature" record-buyer to audiophile, then the reference to the
consider this albµm to simply be song "The Champ" from the
another peculiar release from the Mohawks will be easy to spot, both
electronic music communit}'. Even .· lyrically and musically.
the album's cover art seems childThere are a few songs that make
ish: there are littl~ blob people play- this album less than perfect. The
ing instruments while a giant pair song "Giffin," for example, becomes
of glimmering trousers rest in the too monotonous very early into the
song. It also doesn't seem to play
center of the cover.
Unless the person who sees this well in ·the center of all the other
album has any knowledge about songs; the song's breakbeat backing doesn't seem cohesive with the
great electronic musicians, they will
easily forget about Mr. Scruff's. rest of the songs.
This album is a light-hearted colsecond album on Ninja Tune
Records, Trouser Jazz. Although lection of songs that are a welcome
this latest album is more structured · retreat from some of the mo·re "seri0tis" albums of today. While there
and cohesive than his first-rate
debut album, the exceptional qual- is nothing wrong with a more-serious album, Mr. Scruff's Trouser Jazz
ity of the first album is retained.
Mr. Scruff (aka Andy Carthy) is the near-perfect compliment of
mixes swinging beats and squelch- entertainment over seriousness.
ing bass with strange behavior.
-Tim Fair
Some of the songs that resemble
Contributing Writer
this formula the.most are '.'Shrimp,"

Try not to jump the·
shark too badly
BY DAN COX
Diversions Editor
One day Jon Hein was sitting
around with his friends and talking
about when good television shows
go bad. •They determined there is a
point when writers for the show
have exhauste9 all other ideas and
are forced to change the show in
the hopes of continuing its life on
the network. Hein then decided to
put up a Web page so people could
vote on when pop culture productions or figures made this change.
He took the results from the Web
site and put them in a book called
Jump. the· Shark, When Good
Things Go Bad. ·"~umping the
shark" is a reference to when
"Happy Days" made the change..
All the goo~ things that made
"Happy Days" enjoyable ended
when Fonzie jumped a shark on
water skis in his leather jacket and
t-shirt;
There are a lot of good points
the book makes. Hein put each
show that appears in the book on a
Web site and let people vote on
the results. A lot of the results are
no-brainers, too. ·Scrappy ruined
"Scooby-Doo," "The Wonder
Years" was .never the same. after· ·
Kevin Arnold's voice dropped and
"Frasier" lost something when
Daphne and Niles got together.

This book will spark arguments
between people and should not be ..
read by yourself. The fun of the
book is arguing· with friends about
the actual moment a television show
started going downhill.
·
The funny thing about the book
is that it, too, jumps the shark. Instead of haviitg a book about televisions shows and where they
stopped being enjoyable, it delves
into celebrities, music, sports and
politics.
Now things get a bit fuzzy be-cause many of the things in the second half of the book just don't make
much sense. It claims the Republican Party jumped the shark at
Watergate; or thatNirvanajumped
the shark when they released
Jlieve~inind. Suddenly,jumpingthe.
shark can be considered a good
thing. Nevermind revolutionized
music and I don't think that anyone
holds Watergate against the Republican Party anymore.
The book started out with a clear
definition on whatjwnpingthe shark
. meant, but ends by expanding its
success onto the rest·ofthe world.
The ~k is a good read and can
easily spark a conversation, toO bad
it co1,ddn 't save itself from the very
thing it's talking about.
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·David W. Jacobsen
The Chasm
(Ii:tdependent)

ing halfway into the album. There
are 20 songs on the album, and 15
of them sound too much alike to be
distinguishable. The tempo and
musicality of each song is almost
·identical.
The first 11 tracks sound almost
identical. ·They·all have a strumming guitar with Jacobsen complaining about something iri the
same type of singing style that he
uses the whole album. When track
12, "Dalton Ames," comes around,
the.new sound breathes life into the
album. This life is quickly pulled
out track 13 returns to the status
quo of strumming guitars.
Jacobsen ends up reinindingyou
of that guy at a party that just sits
on the couch and complains .because no woman will give him the
time of day. The Chasm is a hard
album to listen to when you realize
all 20 songs are complaining about
·Jacobsen's lack of a relationship.
Just as you would start to wonder
why you're sitting on the couch
next to this guy, you ·begin to question why you're listening to the album. Even ifhe does it in a clever
way, whining can only go so far.

New play
tackles
tough
•
issues
BY MATHEW CUNNINGHAM
Contributing Writer

as

A dark, depressing yet
well written album
. David Jacobsen is a singersongwriter who mows a thing or
two about both. On his release, The
Chasm, he presents a portrait of a
lonely man who can't get a date and
all the emotions that come with beiitg that type of person.
Jacobsen structures his songs
. well, making it pr9bably the brightest part of the al~um.
The first song sets up the rest of
the album. We are presented with a
man who worries only about himself and when he realizes where he
is, he'll be alone and unhappy. The·
rest of the songs are a one-man confessional about all of the things that
bother him about women.
The topics get a little crude at
times as he complaiiis about the lack
of sex in his life, catching his girl- ·
friend performing oral sex on another man, and his ode to Vaseline
and all the wonderful things he does
with it.
Jacobsen's voice gets a little tir-

Justice. Redemption. The exist- ·
ence of God.
Cincinnati
Shakespeare Festival tackled these
philosophical issues with their hard
-hitting production of Stephen Adly
Guirgis' "Jesus Hopped the 'A'
Train." Performed in the narrow, intimate theatre CSF, calls home, this
production takes a stark look at God
through the eyes of two convicts:
Luc~us Jenkins (Kenn E. Head), a
serial killer fighting extradition, and
Angel Cruz (James Martinez), the
suspect in the murder ofa cult leader.
Wiil Angel find God in
midst of
hopeless circumstances? Does
-Dan Cox Lucius's faith come from God, or the
Diversions Editor · depths of his own insanity?
Fast, relentlessly graphic dialogue and a rapid-fire sequence of
events pulled the audience into the
plot from the fil"St sound: the rolling
crash ofa cell door being slammed.
Sudden blackouts at the end of each
scene kept the pace quick, and I was
surprised by how fast the first act
progressed. Head and Martinez
deftly manipulated the mood, with
the audience laughing one moment
and captivated in pained silence the
next. These are two ~ctors we'll be
hearing more about before long, I
believe.
It takes skillful actors to pull off
dark, intense theater well, and the
CSF cast came admirably close to
success; · The· ·emotional roller
coaster that was the dialogue
among the two convicts and Valdez.
(Brian isaac Phillips), ·a vicious,
domineering prison guard, kept the
audience enthralled, but seemed to
get away forQl the actors toward the ·
end of the show, muting the impact
of the final scene. ·
Mary Jane Hanrahan (Jenny
Jones), Angel's public defender,
narrates the shciw with a series of
·direct, in-your-face monologues.
While Jones built a solid connec~
tion with the audience and kept the
second act moving, I felt she kept
her character too detached from the
plot.
"Jesus Hopped the 'A' Train" left
me with mixed feelings. Even
though the end of the show was a
slight letdown, I was thoroughly
impressed by the cast's ability to
take hard.:hitting show and tUrri it
into a work of art that wa5 funny,
disturbing, and moving. At the
same time.
The Cincinnati
Shakespeare Festival is a hidden
gem in our city's performing arts
scene; go check them out.
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Are you ready for 'Mortal Kombat'?
THIS MOVIE BELONGS HERE AS DIVERSIONS EDITOR DAN AND ASSISTANT DIVERSIONS EDITOR JIMMY ENTER MORTAL COMBAT

Jimmy SAYS:
What do you get when you mix
bad techno music, a four-anned killing machine, and millions of dollars
worth of special effects? That's
right, you get "Mortal Kombat"
Wanna fight about it? Raiden, Lui
Kang,' Goro, and Sonja wanted to.
And that's about as far as this
film goes. "Mortal Kombat" lived
by the fight scene and died by the
fight scene. What I mean by that is,
"Mortal KomJ:>at" set out to take a
violent video game and tum it into
a violent movie. It did this with
much success and at the same time,
offered audiences (especially 13year-old boys) a chance to marvel
at the fighting moves of the super
popular arcade game come to life.
The story elaborated on the
video game by adding a plot and
telling us why normal humans were
fighting gods, four-anned monsters,
and a shape-shifting evil leader of
the underworld. The acting is poor
to very poor. The action scenes
however are fantastic and completely unrealistic. This is exactly
how the movie was sold, and it is
exactly wl}at the movie delivers.
When I was 13 and went to the
movie theater for my best friend's
birthday to see this movie, I was
blown away, to say the least. The

really interesting story that I'd like
to sit for tWo hours and see.''
We all know if you've got a
Now I know the c;mly reason the
popular video game, then it will
movie was made was in the hopes
automatically transfer into a
of making money. The people who
good movie. I mean, it worked made this knew what they were makfor "Super Mario Brothers" · ing and were just hoping to make a
didn't it, or what about "Street dollar or two. Too many moviesfall
Fjghter?"
into this category and this could be
The sad thing is that some- the worst example of flagrant disrewhere there is a movie producer gard for quality.
who thought "Mortal Kombat"
The movie plays like an episode
was a good idea. All that would of "Walker Texas Ranger" gone to
be needed for the movie are
hell. The fight scenes always seem
some inexpensive action stars
to rap up a little too conveniently
and an island. Toss in a few
and anyone who didn't think the
PHOTOCOURTESYOFWWW.NORCALMOVJES.COM
special effects and you've got good guys were going to win has
yourselfa blockbuster.
been living in a box their whole life.
This multi-armed fighting machine racked up a
Don't worry about acting, that's
I'm sure there are some people
body count, but does that make it a good movie?
not important if the action is. good who can watch this movie over and
enough, which is a rule held in most over with no regard for the plot
pyrotechnics almost gave me a sei- looking for an action movie and action movies. Instead of a lot of holes and absurd situations. Some
zure, the fighting scenes made me you've never played the "Mortal dialogue, the stars should just kick people would say the problem with
want to dragon-kick everyone in the .' Kombat" video game, keep on wa"5- stuff. This would have worked, but movies today is that we are too ac- .
theater, and the sequel-selling end- ing, this one probably isn't for you. the actors talk too much, and by too · cepting of movies put out to only
ing left me anxious for an entire year, However, if you want to see a much I mean they shouldn't have ITiake a dollar, and I would happen
waiting for "Mortal Kombat: Anni- kung-fu movie where men fight spoken at all. This should have
to agree with them.
hilation" to come out.
monsters with four arms, you've been one long fight scene with the
occasional line from Chris Lambert.
So what exactly made this movie come to the right place ..
Video games are supposed to
memorable? The fact it was not just
So if you're ready to watch a
an action movie. "MortalKombat" movie and wrestle your roommates hold our attention because we can
transcended that category and for hours on end afterwards, go control a character doing things that
we could never do iri real life. At no
· went straight into the "fighting out and rent "Mortal Kombat."
movie" genre along with
1time shoul.d anyone look at a video
.•
game and think, "Wow, that has a
"Kickboxer" and "Best of the Best."
Here's some advice: if you're

Dan SAYS:

Enthusiasim leads tli.is play to suCCeSS · · ·
XAVIER PLAYERS PUSH PAST SOUND PROBLEMS AND POOR SET DESIGNING TO PUT ON A GOOD SHOW
BY MATHEW CUNNINGHAM
Contributing Writer

Xavier Players are currently halfway through their run of "Footloose, " a musical adaptation of the
classic '~Os flick that we all remember. The whole movie-to-musical
concept has always left me a little
suspicious (anybody remember the
Broadway version of the movie
"Big?") so I wasn't sure what to expect. Would the music be original,
or had the writers ripped off a bunch
of '80s hits? How would they recreate the scene where Kevin Bacon and the oth'er guy play chicken
on farm tractors?
Well, here's the long and short
ofit. Much to my dismay, the writers left out the tractor scene. Nonetheless, this is an entertaining musical. Fans of such '80s hits as "Almost Paradise" and "Holding Out
for a Hero" !1eed not worry; this
show integrates these and other pop
classics into the plot seamlessly,
making for a very entertaining
evening.
The show opened with the entire cast running onstage and giving an energetic rendition of the
show's title song. Every cast member, from the nameless extras to the
main characters, was totally committed to giving a fun, high-energy
performance (special thanks to Toby
Coleman for the best cast member
bio I've ever read). Because of this, .
I quickly got past the annoying mi-

crophone problems that plagued the
entire show.
I was distracted, however, by
"creative" harmonization in several
of the ensemble. and chorus numbers. To the cast's credit, though,

Even ifyou hate
musicals, go see this
show.
most of the songs ended up in the
right key. I was also distracted by
the set; one scene would feature a
beautiful set piece (especially the
bridge in act two),' but the props in
the following scene would look like
they were slapped together with
what little supplies were left. I'm
sure better funding from the powers-that~be would cure this problem.
Oh well, the actors' enthusiasm
more than covered this shortcoming.
For those of you who spent the
'80s living in a cave, the plot of·
"Footloose" centers on Ren (Derek
Hunter), a Chicago kid whomoves
to the sleepy farm town of Bomont
after his parents' divorce. Ren locks
horns with Rev. Shaw Moore (Joe
Ring), the local preacher, over a ban
on dancing and partying. In the
process, he falls for Rev. Moore's
daughter, Ariel (Molly Boehringer).

Sparks fly and everyone sings
about it (this is a musical, after all).
I
thoroughly
enjoyed
Boehringer's performance. Her
voice was excellent and her character drew me into the plot. Like-.
wise, Hunter's voice was quite
good, though his acting tended to
be stiff and melodramatic, keeping ·
him from making the most of the
role.
. The rest of the main characters
did a great job of keeping me interested in the show, even when their
microphoneswent haywire. Ring's
performance. was powerful and,
dare I say moving. Sophomore
Rachel Beck, as Ren 'smother Ethel,
was completely comfortable in her
role and made the most of her limited time on stage .. Wiilard Hewitt
(Jonathan Koopm·an) was by far
the funniest character in the show,
and Julie Badertscher, as Rusty,
gave a terrific, high-energy performance, .though it almost got too
energetic at times.
Even i(yoil hate musicals, go..
~ee this show: The music, with the
exception ofa few tastefully-done
changes, stays tr~e to'the original
hits that made the "Footloose"
soundtrack a top 'seller. The cast .
· threw their hearts into this performance, and it shows.
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No Newswire

next week.
He said so.
And you
know what
that means.
Divine
decree.

DID YOU KNOW THAT "SOCIAL" SMOKINGHAVING A FEW CIGARETfES WHILE
HAVING A DRINK WITH FRIENDS
DECREASES YOUR ABILITY TO STOP
EITHER HABIT'?
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CAMPUS CALEND.AR

- · 15 week o/NOVEMBER 20, 2002
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November 20
I know what you, my faithful
readers, must be thinking right
now ... where's the picture this
week? Well, since not one of you
sent a· response to last week's
prompt regarding the midnight
snack, I decided to do this as sort
of a punishment. Either that, or I
needed the space to write about
all of the damn Homecoming
events going on this weekend.
International Coffee Hour celebrates South Korea at 3:30 p.m:
outside of the Romero Center.
Come get some delicious kimchi
and drink some soju-spiked coffee. See, occasionally I match the
customs to their correct cultures.
The men's basketball team, after utterly embarrassing the St.
Peter.'s Peacocks (arguably the
least-intimidating team name
ever), travels to No-Cal to take on
the Stanford Cardinal at 10:30 p.m.
From the "You didn't know it
even existed; and therefore probably won't go" file, the Xavier
University Chamber Orchestra performs at 7:30 p.m. in Bellarmine
Chapel.

II I UJ S-i •2M
November 21 .
Remember that scene in
"Footloose" where they have the
chicken fight on tractors? This is
another concrete example ofreason
346 why I'm glad I didn't grow up
in the South. Anyway, Xavier
Players will perform this musical
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I can't believe it, but I am actu~
ally goirig to be cheering for the
Bengals this.week as they take on
the Steelers. Don't get me wrong,
I still don't like or. respect this
malady of a team, but I would like
ByJim MurphyTo
place an item in the calend~r,mail to newswire.:..calendar@yahoo.com
or ML2129..
.
.
.
them to help the Browns' chances
again this weekend, and wili once
of moving into first place. about the opera's fat lady and lunO'Bryon 's rub on Madison Avenue.
again leave audiences thinking,
cheons here.
The Jazz Ensemble performs at
What do ~hey mean by "young"
"I should have gone to see Harry
Tours of the G-Spot will also be . 8:30 p.m. in Long Recital Hall. I
alumni? Are they going to tum away
· Potter."
given today at 3 p.m. I can see the
would like to make it to this event,
anyone over the age of 25? I need
SGA presents comedian Gary
tour guide now... "and ifyou look
but I can't, because I am going to
to know these things.
Owens at 8:30 p.m. in the 'Tas.
to both your Jeft and right, you will - be doing anything else but this~
Chris Penna and I have a date
with our homework tonight, followed
Hey, his name kinda sounds like
see the Fallopian Center for Ovaby a trip to some seedy bar in
Gary Coleman, so he's probably
rian Discharge. And that? · Well,
prettyfunny. Incaseyouhaven't ·Norwood. Any other dateless loser
we haven't quite figured out what
November 25
is welcome to joi,n us, provided you
noticed, I have an unnatural
that is yet."
are 21 or have a good fake ID.
obsession with "obscure '80s
TJtere is a baqd alumni reunion
.Th~ .X:ayi~r W~lll)~_ss, program
· Ifneither of these options tickles
pop icons." SincewhenisDavid ·
at 6:30 p.m. in the Cintas Co_nferis sponsoring a program called
your pickle, maybe you should head
Hasselhoff an obscure name?
ence Rooms. I suggested calling
"Healthy Eating for the Holidays"
to Bogart's to see Saliva and
You show me a person who
this the "I'm 35 and still live with. at noon in both the cafe and the GAudiovent at 8 p.m.
doesn't know who David
my parents" reunion, but as usual,
Spot. Yeah, th.is is gonna work.
Hasselhoffis, and I'll personally
my idea was rejected. I hope they
"More cranberry sauce; Johnny?"
· have some cops on hand to keep
slap him'. (Note: to fully
"No thanks, mom, butl will have
understand this, read the Op-Ed
some more of that delicious tofu
this w'ild bunch in check.
November 23
page.)
The group of students going to
turkey with soy stuffing!" I'm sure
Hooray! The Homecoming PaIn honor of the anniversary of
Brazil for Alternative Spring Break ·they'll really make an impression
rade takes place at 11 a.m. outside
the six Jesuit martyrs of El
is holding a fundraiser at 8:30 p.m.
on students while.they're on their
of the Cintas Center. I hear Fr. GraSalvador, Voices of Solidarity is
in Alter. For $2, you can watch
way to Burger King or the cafe.
ham will be in something resembling
sponsoring a speaker in Kelley
"Top Gun" or "Pretty Woman,"
the Popemobile this year. During
Auditorium at 7 p.m. David
and eat all the pizza you want. Go.
and after the parade, Senior B_oard ·out and support this good cause.
Gangolfo will discuss "Ignacio
November 19
is sponsoring "Breakfast and Beer."
Ellacaria' s vision ofwhat a Jesuit
· Oh, and by the way, GO
Wait a minute, they're not the same
There isn't much going on toUniversity should be."
BUCKS!
thing?
day, so I will now think out loud: I
. The Old Boys rugby game is at 1
went to the basketball game Monp.m. on Corcoran Field. This game
day, anµ I could have sworn that
November 22
is always extremely fun to watch.
November 24
Dedrick Fimwcsirritctirg Chris
Instead of a coin toss, the team with
While most schools have homeOrtman 's hair.
Today marks the official becoming football games, Xavier
Mamite Bol plays hockey now.
ginning of Homecoming week- .the higher average blood alcohol
content gets to decide who gets the
chooses to defer this honor to the . This is probably the funniestthing
end here at Xavier. While curball first.
basketball team. Join them as they
since John Tesh left "Entertainrent students get j iggy at the
There is an .opera luncheon at
take on the powerhouse Florida
mentTonight" to pursue his thrivdance in the Millenium Hotel at
1:30 p.m. in the Long Recital Hall.
A&M at 2 p.m. in the 'Tas. Reing musical career.
9 p.m., there will be a Young
Insert your ~wn witty comment
member, ''thepowerofX is me!"
Have a good break. Murphout.
Alumni Bash at 9 p.m. at
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SATl..J RDAY

TUESDAY

'FR.I DAY

S.UN.DAY'.

For classifieds info call Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at XUCLASSAD@hotmail.com

Help Wanted
Tellers of Hyde Park is seeking
friendly h~d-working individuals
interested in Server Assistant and
Hosts positions. Apply MondayFriday from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. at2710
Erie Ave. Weekends are a ·must. No
. phone calls please.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs
and Student Groups. Earn $1,000$2,000 this semester with a proven
Campus Fundraiser. Three hour
fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risk.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works.
Contact Campus
Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
Bright, energetic "people person" for a busy, upbeat
chiropractor's office, in Mt ..
Adams, serving high-caliber clientele in the wellness mode. Work
five days per wee~, 28-32 hrs, salary commensurated with experience, .on-going training and/or
outreach provided. Phone: 513723-1190; fax:513-723-1890; oremai I; wi l lticke l@ao I. com.

Assistant Teacher Needed! In
. Hyde Park area for accredited pre-

school and after school program. Great opportunity for Education Major. Experience required. Afternoon hours. Great
pay. Professional environment!
EDE. Call Linda at 321-7183
Pasta Al Demte, Hyde Park's
most unique and award-winning
restaurant. Now hiring for PT/
·FT PM severs, hosts and bar7
tenders. -Perfect for students
looking for flexible scheduling,
casual atmosphere, and short
shifts. Please call Jay 321-7400
to set up interview between 12
p.m. to 4 p.m. Mon andFri.
Earn $2,000 by Christmas.
Become an egg donor.
Healthy females 21-32 call
5 1-3 - 8 3 l - 9 2 0 ·7.
Part-time Employment! Largest mortgage broker in Southern
Ohio, offices in Blue Ash, is hiring telemarketers for PT employment. Experience preferred, but
will train. Selling involved. Starting at $9/hr plus bonus and commission. Individuals have the
potential to make well over
hourly rate. Mon- Thurs, 5 p.ni.
-9p.m.,Saturday9:30am.-l p.m.
Contact Abby Cantrell at (513)
326-6960.
HIRING salaried salespeople,
campus rep~, and on-site staff.

Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.
NEED CASH???
Everybody's Records wants your
well cared for CD's, LP's and DVD's
in exchange for $$$ or store credit.
We offer a wide selection of Rock,
'Reggae, Hip-Hop, R&B, Punk, Blues
and more. Including posters, stickers, patches and buttons ..
Everybody's Records 6106 Mont.gomery Road at Ridge.

For Rent
Studio apartment for rent. New
kitchen and carpet. Heat and water
furnished. Parking lot and off-street
parking. Three min. walk to Xavier.
$375/mth. $100 offfirst months rent.
Call 961-0719 or 383-4956.
Awesome I, 2 and 3 bdrm apartments. Fully furnished. Heat paid.
974 Dana241-4107.
APARTMENTS & HOUSES:
Rent now for next year and get
first choice of these huge, newly ·
renovated deluxe apartments in
safe, secure neighborhoods! FeatUring amenities such as: ceiling
fans, laundry, AC, off-street parking lots, and fully-equipped kitchens with new appliances. Call Ian
at 388-9979 or 253-7368.

Norwood- 3 bdrm. recently remodeled. A.C., laundry, paking, 5·
min. walk to Xavier. Possible shortterm lease. $700/mth. Call218-3808.
XURENTS.COM Houses and
apartments for rent. 731-2800
5BR & 4BR- Very large, newly
renovated apartments· close to
campus. These apartments feature:
a sunroom, adining room, ceramic
tile, plush carpet, ceiling fans, laundry, air conditioning, off-street
parking, security lighting, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, arid new appliances. Available immediately.
For a showing call Ian at 513-3889979 or 513-253-7368.
Norwood - 3 bdr. recently remodeled. AC, laundry, parking, 5 ·
min. walk to Xavier. Possible shortterm lease. $700/mo. Call 218-3808.
Apartment for rent, available
late December. 2BR, water included, large deck, garage, free
onsite laundry. Great location in
Hyde Park. 3312 Monteith. $950/
mo. Call 317-3675 after 9pm.

Attention
SPRING BREAK 2003 is·now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica; Bahamas, South Padre, Las
Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza: Book

early and get FREE MEALS! Student Express sponsors the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW HIRING
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On~site Staff.Contact
www.studentexpress.com or 1-800787-3787.
***·ACT NOW! Guarantee the ·
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida and MardiGras .
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,.
EARN $$$. Group Discounts for
6+.1-888-THINK-SUN (1-888-8446 5 7 8 .. D e p t - 2 6 2 6 )
www.springbreakdiscounts.com.
# l Spring Break Vacations! · 110
p'ercent best prices! Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas.
Book now and save. Receive free
parties and meals! Campus reps
wanted! Call 1:.800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com.
SPRING BREAKERS 2003
Travel with STS, Americas# l Student Tour Operator. Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or
Florida. Sell trips, earn cash, travel
free. fnfo/ reservations call: 1~800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

